FOUNDATION & KEY STAGE 1
FICTION BOOKS

Hattie and Friends - A Day at the Farm Paw Print Publishing
Lesley Berrington (2006)
ISBN 978 - 0955214110
Age 3 – 5 years
Hattie and Nisha have a day out at the farm. Nisha uses elbow crutches
and wears leg splints.
It’s Raining, It’s Pouring, We’re Exploring
Child’s Play International Ltd
Polly Peters
ISBN 978 -1846431173
Age 3 – 6 years
When bad weather prevents three children from playing outside, how
can they entertain themselves? One of the children in the story who
casually wears her asthma inhaler in a waist pouch is seen using the
inhaler in some of the illustrations.

The Sleepover
Irene Mooney
Age 3 – 6 years

Kid Premiership
ISBN 978-1906036287

The Sleepover tells the story of three best friends at school. Join the
girls as they imagine all the different ways they can climb the stairs and
get into bed! One of the girls is a wheelchair user.

Giraffe’s Can’t Dance
Giles Andrae (2000)
Age 4 years

Orchard Publishers
ISBN 978 -1841215651

A colourful picture book about Gerald the Giraffe, who thinks he can’t dance
but realises he can when the right music is played for him. The book provides
talking points around our perceptions of what people can and can’t do

I'm Special (Your Feelings)
Hodder Wayland
Jen Green (1999)
ISBN 978- 0750225750
Age 4 years
Written for young children, this book focuses on three common types
of disability and shows with sensitivity and gentle humour the day to
day experiences of disabled children.

Mamazooms
Jayne Cohen Fletcher (2002)
Age 4 years +

ISBN 978-0590457750

A boy's wonderful mama takes him zooming everywhere with her,
because her wheelchair is a zooming machine.

Seal Surfer
Michael Foreman (1996)
Age 4 years +

Anderson Press
ISBN 978-0862646851

As the seasons change, we follow the special relationship that develops
between a young boy, his grandfather and the seals they watch near their
home. This warm and natural story shows the boy using crutches or a
wheel chair.

Susan Laughs
Jeanne Willis (2001)
Age 4 years

Red Fox Publishers
ISBN 978-0099407560

This attractive picture book is narrated in rhyme and tells the story of
Susan, an energetic little girl. Susan is pictured throughout the story
taking part in everyday activities, on the last page she is shown sitting in
her wheelchair.

Ringo the Flamingo
Neil Griffiths (2006)

Red Robin Books
ISBN: 978-1905434060

Ringo was not like other flamingoes, as his legs just didn't work. Even
though he could not do many of the things other flamingoes could, he
was still able to make a valuable contribution to the flock. Find out how
his bravery was rewarded in this sensitively-told story, that proves
talents are even hidden beneath the fluffy feathers of a flamingo!

Are We There Yet?
Verna Allette Wilkins (1995)
Age 4-6 years

Tamarind Publishers
ISBN 978-1870516297

Amy and Max enjoy the rides and surprises of a family day out in a
theme park with their father who is a wheelchair-user.

Boots for a Bridesmaid
Verna Allette Wilkins (1995)
Age 4-6 years

Tamarind Publishers
ISBN 978-1870516303

The story shows Nicky’s mother, who is in a wheelchair, helping her to
prepare for the wedding.

Jungle School
Elizabeth Laird (2006)
Age 4 – 7 years

Banana Storybooks: Green
ISBN 978 -1405219198

It's Jani's first day at school and she's nervous. Will the other monkeys be
friendly? Will they stare at her? Jani uses a wheelchair and this makes her
different. But, thanks to her cheekiness, she makes friends and has a very
nice first day at school indeed!
The Animal Boogie
Debbie Harter (2000)
Age 4 – 8 years

Barefoot Books
ISBN: 9781905236220

Down in the Indian jungle, the children and animals are learning about
actions like leaping, stomping, shaking and flapping while meeting
different jungle creatures. One of the characters is a wheelchair user.

Tartan Meets the Queen
Charline Crous (2008)
Age 5 +

Trafford Publishing
ISBN 978-1425161583

Six year old Tartan and her Grandad visit Buckingham Palace and get
invited to tea with the Queen. Girl in wheelchair casually and positively
included in crowd scene.

Children of the World 2017
Barefoot Books
Tessa Strickland, Kate DePalma (2016) ISBN: 978-1782852964
Age 5 – 10 years
Children of the World depicts kids of a wide range of shapes, sizes, races,
abilities and lifestyles from countries and cultures all over the world. From
enjoying special days to trying on silly hats, this ground-breaking picture
book celebrates the big ideas and everyday moments that all children share.
Lily’s Secret
Miko Imai (1994)
Age 5 - 6 years

Walker Books
ISBN 978-0744540000

Lily the cat is embarrassed by her malformed paws and tries to hide them
from her friends. Her true friends accept her as she is, pointing out that
everyone is embarrassed about some part of their bodies.

Roald Dahl's Cinderella
Helen MacGregor, Simon Chadwick
Age 7+

A&C Black Musicals
ISBN 978 - 0713681956

A Roald Dahl musical for schools. One of the illustrations by Moira Munro
shows a child in a wheelchair which is transformed into a coach, taking
part in the production.

Roald Dahl's The Three Little Pigs
A & C Black
Ana Sanderson, Matthew White (2007) ISBN 978 - 0713682021
A Roald Dahl musical for schools. One of the illustrations in the book is by
Moira Munro and shows a child in the production using a walking frame.

